
6-9 Write these commandments that I’ve given you today on your hearts. Get them inside of you and then get them inside your children. Talk about them wher-

ever you are, sitting at home or walking in the street; talk about them from the time you get up in the morning to when you fall into bed at night. Tie them on 

your hands and foreheads as a reminder; inscribe them on the doorposts of your homes and on your city gates. | Deuteronomy 6:6-9 MSG 
 

Choose the format that works with your family: pick a few questions and ask casually or have a small group discussion at 
lunch, or have a small group with your teen and their friends.   

Take what your teens give you, don’t force it. Slowly create a culture of authentic conversation.  

AT WAR |  Ephesians 6:17 | DEC. 5th  
SWORD OF THE SPIRIT 

 

THE TEXT | Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. | Ephesians 6:17 

PLAY |   CHRISTMAS WORDS | Choose a category like Christmas Songs, Holiday Food or Christmas Décor. Family members will 

have 3 seconds to  name a type of that category. Go back and forth or around the group, if a person fails to respond they are out. 

No repeats allowed. Last person wins. Play a couple rounds.   

 

SHARE  | What is your favorite Bible verse and why?  
 

READ Hebrews 4:12 and discuss it: 
 What do you like about this passage? 
 What don’t you like about this passage? 
 What does this tell us about the nature of man? 
 What does it reveal about God? 
 What do you need to do about  
 this truth this week? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRAY | 

 Open up to Psalm 18:2 and Colossians 3:1-2,  
 use them as ‘cheat sheets’ to pray to God.  
 

PARENT CUE 

 PARENT GUT CHECK |      
Spend some time thinking through your Bible 

reading habits: 

 

What are you modeling for your kids? 

 

If your kids copied your spiritual discipline hab-

its, would you be proud? 

Have the Word | Discipline 

Know the Word | Desire 

Speak the Word | Devotion 

WORD OF GOD  
GRAPHE  

 LOGOS   
RHEMA  

OR 
    THE BIBLE WILL     SIN WILL KEEP YOU  

KEEP YOU FROM SIN       FROM THE BIBLE  
 Read Psalm 119:11 

 Discuss ways knowing the Word can keep you from sin. 

 Discuss how sin will keep you from reading and hearing 


